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‣ Introduction to heavy fermion physics
‣ What is the two-fluid model?
‣ Heavy fermion physics revisited
‣ A new theoretical framework
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Heavy electron materials

• intermetallics of Ce, U, Yb
• some other f and d-electron systems
• meff/mbare ~ 102-103
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• Non-Fermi liquid, unconventional superconductivity, unconventional quantum criticality

Heavy electron materials

• intermetallics of Ce, U, Yb
• some other f and d-electron systems
• meff/mbare ~ 102-103



Heavy fermion superconductors



Coexistence of SC&AFM Non-Fermi liquid behavior Hidden order

From Haule

• Haule and Kotliar 2010
      - Hexadecapolar order

• Balatsky 2010
      - Hybridization wave

• Pepin 2011
      - Modulated spin liquidLocal quantum criticality vs 

spin density wave quantum criticality

Other exotic phenomena



Crossover to the low temperature singlet defines
➡ Kondo temperature TK and universal scaling

➡ Kondo screening and collective Kondo clouds
➡ Large Fermi surface containing local spin

➡ Is there a characteristic temperature “TK”?
➡ Is there universality related to TK?

➡ What is the collective motion?
➡ How do f-electrons enter the Fermi surface?

From the Kondo physics to the Kondo lattice physics



The Kondo lattice model
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electrons 

Kondo lattice model 

Ce 

J: Kondo coupling 

JRKKY ~ J2 

induced exchange coupling 
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Competition between Kondo and RKKY



The hybridization picture

Singley et al.  

Numerical Methods: EDMFT, DMFT(OCA), DMFT(CTQMC), etc

periodic Anderson model

Fermi surface reconstruction



What’s the problem?
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• No systematic experimental determination of TK and TRKKY

• No exact solution of the model due to RKKY and 14 f-states
• A number of exotic behaviors unexplained
• Little is known about the temperature evolution 

conduction 

electrons 

Kondo lattice model 

Ce 

J: Kondo coupling 

JRKKY ~ J2 

induced exchange coupling 

What do experiments tell us?

Most work focus on the quantum critical behavior.
Can quantum criticality explain everything? 
Don’t we need to understand the normal state physics first?

It seems that we’ve had a pretty good theory, but after 30 years of research



The two fluid model



Heavy fermions vs cuprates

• An antiferromagnetic parent state, AFM&SC closely related
• A quantum critical point beneath the superconducting dome?
• Non-Fermi liquid behavior in the normal state
• Change of Fermi surface with pressure (doping)

Superconductivities are both mediated by spin fluctuations !

• Inhomogeneity (cuprates)
• Pseudo gap (cuprates)
• Rich variety in critical behaviors
• Microscopic coexistence of AFM&SC

Similarity Difference

On the other hand, we may need first to understand the normal state physics !



Cuprates
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One band Hubbard model
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t-J model

It may therefore be possible to approximate the physics of doped system 
as an effective spin system plus some additional hole excitations.



Nakano scaling and the reduced exchange coupling

Nakano scaling

2D Heisenberg model

A reduced effective coupling

Nakano’s formula may be understood from a 2D Heisenberg lattice 
with a reduced exchange coupling.

Barzykin & Pines, 2009.



The two-fluid scenario in cuprates

More Knight shift experiments argue against a single fluid picture.
In a two-fluid picture, the second component increases with increasing doping. Barzykin & Pines, 2009.

A reduced effective coupling



An emergent heavy electron state



Yang & Pines, PRL 100, 096404 (2008)

Knight shift anomaly

Ka = K −K0 −Aχ = (B −A)χkl

χ = χsl + χkl

K = K0 +Aχsl +Bχkl

T < T ∗ :

χ = χslT > T ∗ :
K = K0 +Aχsl

CeCoIn5

Curro et al, PRL 90, 227202 (2003)

The Knight shift anomaly

The Knight shift anomaly is therefore
a strong evidence for the universality
of an emergent state in heavy electron
materials. It shouldn’t be ascribed to
crystal field effect.



More experimental evidences on the emergent state

Yang & Pines, PRL 100, 096404 (2008)

Knight shift anomaly Hall coefficient

Hundley et al, PRB 70, 035113 (2004)
Nakajima et al, JPSJ 76, 024703 (2007)



More experimental evidences on the emergent state

Yang & Pines, PRL 100, 096404 (2008)

Park et al, PRL 100, 177001 (2008)

entations are crucial to ensure their intrinsic and spectro-
scopic nature.

Normalized conductance spectra for the (001) and (110)
junctions are displayed in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively.
At high temperatures, the conductance curves of the (001)
junction are symmetric and flat, characteristic of simple
metallic junctions. As the temperature is reduced, they
become asymmetric and curved. This conductance
asymmetry begins at the HF coherence temperature T!

( " 45 K) [16] and increases with decreasing temperature
down to Tc (2.3 K), below which it remains constant. The
same behavior is observed in the (110) junction and the
data near and below Tc are shown in Fig. 1(b). A plot of the
ratio of the conductance values at #2 and $2 mV quanti-
fies this asymmetry [Fig. 1(c)]. According to the two-fluid
model proposed by Nakatsuji, Pines, and Fisk [16], the
spectral weight for the emerging HF liquid grows below T!

and saturates below Tc [16], and our conductance data
track this behavior.

The conductance near zero bias begins to be enhanced as
Tc is crossed and increases with decreasing temperature,
indicating its origin is AR. Conductance data at two tem-

peratures are compared for all three orientations in
Figs. 1(d) and 1(e). Three consistent and reproducible
characteristics are observed at low temperature, indicating
we are sampling intrinsic spectroscopic properties. First,
all spectra are asymmetric with the positive-bias side
(electrons flowing into CeCoIn5) always lower than the
negative-bias branch. We have seen similar conductance
asymmetry from more than 200 junctions on pure and Cd-
doped CeCoIn5 along all three directions. This is in strong
contrast with the symmetric conductance data we obtained
from junctions on non-HFS such as Nb, MgB2 [12], and
LuNi2B2C. All these observations strongly indicate that
the conductance asymmetry arises from intrinsic properties
in CeCoIn5. Second, the conductance enhancement occurs
over similar voltage ranges, "% &1–1:5' mV. Third, the
normalized zero-bias conductance (ZBC) ranges 1.10–
1.13, showing that our observed Andreev signal is much
smaller than the theoretical prediction of 100% [10]. We
reported [6] that it is too small to fully account for the
conductance spectra using the existing BTK models even
considering the mismatch in Fermi surface parameters,
nonzero Zeff , and large quasiparticle lifetime broadening
factor (!). Our model proposed below enables us to quan-
tify it successfully and elucidates properties of the HFS
state.

Conductance spectra for in-plane junctions are plotted in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). While both spectra exhibit similar
background asymmetry, differences in the subgap region
are striking. The (100) data appear rather flat, similar to the
(001) junction, whereas the (110) data are cusplike. This
shape difference persists even to higher temperature de-
spite an enhanced thermal population effect, indicating it is
intrinsic. We compare these data with calculated conduc-
tance curves using the d-wave BTK model [17], as shown
in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) for antinodal and nodal junctions,
respectively. Both curves are identical at Zeff ( 0 but
quickly evolve in dramatically different manners with in-
creasing Zeff . For an antinodal junction, the ZBC is gradu-
ally suppressed and a double-peak structure develops for
Zeff " 0:3. For a nodal junction, the ZBC increases and the
subgap conductance narrows into a sharp peak. This is the
signature of Andreev bound states (ABS) which arise
directly from the sign change of the OP around the Fermi
surface [18]. We stress that the flat conductance shape
observed in the (100) junction can only occur for an anti-
nodal junction with Zeff ( 0:25–0:30 but cannot occur in a
nodal junction at any Zeff value. Meanwhile, the cusplike
feature in the (110) junction cannot occur in an antinodal
junction unless Zeff is small enough ( " 0:1), an unlikely
condition in N/HFS junctions; it can only be explained by a
sign change of the OP, ruling out anisotropic s wave. We
therefore assign the (100) and (110) orientations as the
antinodal and nodal directions, respectively, providing evi-
dences for dx2#y2-wave symmetry and resolving the con-
troversy on the locations of the line nodes [2–4]. Note this

FIG. 1 (color online). Normalized conductance spectra of
CeCoIn5=Au junctions (a) along (001) (after Ref. [6]) and
(b) along (110) orientations. Data are shifted vertically for
clarity. Note the temperature evolution of the background con-
ductance, whose asymmetry is quantified in (c) by the ratio
between conductance values at #2 mV and at $2 mV in (a).
The inset is a semilogarithmic plot (T! is the HF coherence
temperature). Junctions along three orientations are compared
in (d) at "400 mK and in (e) at "1:5 K.

PRL 100, 177001 (2008) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
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Point contact spectroscopy

A theoretical explanation for the Fano line-shape in
 Yang, PRB 79, 241107(R) (2009)



Yang & Pines, PRL 100, 096404 (2008)

Knight shift anomaly Hall coefficient

Hundley et al, PRB 70, 035113 (2004)
Nakajima et al, JPSJ 76, 024703 (2007)

Universal scaling vs competing scales

Is there any relation between T* and the competing scales?



A unified temperature scale



Coherence temperature

Singley et al.  

The coherence temperature marks the onset of f-electron band.
However, its value was not taken seriously and was often regarded 
as the Kondo temperature based on the Doniach picture. In many 
literatures, the coherence temperature also refers to the Fermi 
liquid temperature.

Malinowski et al.



Knight shift and Hall anomalies

Often explained as due to crystal field effect.

However, the anomaly takes place also at T*.

Curro et al.

Hall measurements point to an emergent component.

Hundley et al.



Fano line-shape in the point contact spectroscopy

entations are crucial to ensure their intrinsic and spectro-
scopic nature.

Normalized conductance spectra for the (001) and (110)
junctions are displayed in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively.
At high temperatures, the conductance curves of the (001)
junction are symmetric and flat, characteristic of simple
metallic junctions. As the temperature is reduced, they
become asymmetric and curved. This conductance
asymmetry begins at the HF coherence temperature T!

( " 45 K) [16] and increases with decreasing temperature
down to Tc (2.3 K), below which it remains constant. The
same behavior is observed in the (110) junction and the
data near and below Tc are shown in Fig. 1(b). A plot of the
ratio of the conductance values at #2 and $2 mV quanti-
fies this asymmetry [Fig. 1(c)]. According to the two-fluid
model proposed by Nakatsuji, Pines, and Fisk [16], the
spectral weight for the emerging HF liquid grows below T!

and saturates below Tc [16], and our conductance data
track this behavior.

The conductance near zero bias begins to be enhanced as
Tc is crossed and increases with decreasing temperature,
indicating its origin is AR. Conductance data at two tem-

peratures are compared for all three orientations in
Figs. 1(d) and 1(e). Three consistent and reproducible
characteristics are observed at low temperature, indicating
we are sampling intrinsic spectroscopic properties. First,
all spectra are asymmetric with the positive-bias side
(electrons flowing into CeCoIn5) always lower than the
negative-bias branch. We have seen similar conductance
asymmetry from more than 200 junctions on pure and Cd-
doped CeCoIn5 along all three directions. This is in strong
contrast with the symmetric conductance data we obtained
from junctions on non-HFS such as Nb, MgB2 [12], and
LuNi2B2C. All these observations strongly indicate that
the conductance asymmetry arises from intrinsic properties
in CeCoIn5. Second, the conductance enhancement occurs
over similar voltage ranges, "% &1–1:5' mV. Third, the
normalized zero-bias conductance (ZBC) ranges 1.10–
1.13, showing that our observed Andreev signal is much
smaller than the theoretical prediction of 100% [10]. We
reported [6] that it is too small to fully account for the
conductance spectra using the existing BTK models even
considering the mismatch in Fermi surface parameters,
nonzero Zeff , and large quasiparticle lifetime broadening
factor (!). Our model proposed below enables us to quan-
tify it successfully and elucidates properties of the HFS
state.

Conductance spectra for in-plane junctions are plotted in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). While both spectra exhibit similar
background asymmetry, differences in the subgap region
are striking. The (100) data appear rather flat, similar to the
(001) junction, whereas the (110) data are cusplike. This
shape difference persists even to higher temperature de-
spite an enhanced thermal population effect, indicating it is
intrinsic. We compare these data with calculated conduc-
tance curves using the d-wave BTK model [17], as shown
in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) for antinodal and nodal junctions,
respectively. Both curves are identical at Zeff ( 0 but
quickly evolve in dramatically different manners with in-
creasing Zeff . For an antinodal junction, the ZBC is gradu-
ally suppressed and a double-peak structure develops for
Zeff " 0:3. For a nodal junction, the ZBC increases and the
subgap conductance narrows into a sharp peak. This is the
signature of Andreev bound states (ABS) which arise
directly from the sign change of the OP around the Fermi
surface [18]. We stress that the flat conductance shape
observed in the (100) junction can only occur for an anti-
nodal junction with Zeff ( 0:25–0:30 but cannot occur in a
nodal junction at any Zeff value. Meanwhile, the cusplike
feature in the (110) junction cannot occur in an antinodal
junction unless Zeff is small enough ( " 0:1), an unlikely
condition in N/HFS junctions; it can only be explained by a
sign change of the OP, ruling out anisotropic s wave. We
therefore assign the (100) and (110) orientations as the
antinodal and nodal directions, respectively, providing evi-
dences for dx2#y2-wave symmetry and resolving the con-
troversy on the locations of the line nodes [2–4]. Note this

FIG. 1 (color online). Normalized conductance spectra of
CeCoIn5=Au junctions (a) along (001) (after Ref. [6]) and
(b) along (110) orientations. Data are shifted vertically for
clarity. Note the temperature evolution of the background con-
ductance, whose asymmetry is quantified in (c) by the ratio
between conductance values at #2 mV and at $2 mV in (a).
The inset is a semilogarithmic plot (T! is the HF coherence
temperature). Junctions along three orientations are compared
in (d) at "400 mK and in (e) at "1:5 K.
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Yi-feng Yang, PRB 79, 241107 (2009).

First theoretical explanation of the Fano line-shape in PC/tunneling experiment.
Later also observed in STM/STS measurements.

Park et al.

Yang 09

 Yang, PRB 79, 241107(R) (2009)



Susceptibility and Raman shift

Plateau in the magnetic susceptibility 
and deviation from Curie-Weiss law

Raman suggests emergent heavy electrons

These phenomena were often attributed to different origins.
However, the fact that they all take place at ~T* suggests a common origin.

This is in contrast to single impurity Kondo physics, where even though we 
can define a temperature scale TK, it starts to take effect at very different 
temperature ranges in different physical quantities.

Petrovic et al.



Entropy quench below T*

Entropy also starts to be quenched at T*, different from conventional idea 
of f-electron band formation from local Kondo resonances. 

For single impurity, Kondo screening occurs above TK with S(TK)=Rln2/2.

T* sets the temperature scale for coherence, magnetic correlations and 
various anomalies.

Hundley et al.

Heggert et al.



Yang & Pines, PRL 100, 096404 (2008)

A unified temperature scale T*

A common T*~ 50K!

Singley et al.  

entations are crucial to ensure their intrinsic and spectro-
scopic nature.

Normalized conductance spectra for the (001) and (110)
junctions are displayed in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively.
At high temperatures, the conductance curves of the (001)
junction are symmetric and flat, characteristic of simple
metallic junctions. As the temperature is reduced, they
become asymmetric and curved. This conductance
asymmetry begins at the HF coherence temperature T!

( " 45 K) [16] and increases with decreasing temperature
down to Tc (2.3 K), below which it remains constant. The
same behavior is observed in the (110) junction and the
data near and below Tc are shown in Fig. 1(b). A plot of the
ratio of the conductance values at #2 and $2 mV quanti-
fies this asymmetry [Fig. 1(c)]. According to the two-fluid
model proposed by Nakatsuji, Pines, and Fisk [16], the
spectral weight for the emerging HF liquid grows below T!

and saturates below Tc [16], and our conductance data
track this behavior.

The conductance near zero bias begins to be enhanced as
Tc is crossed and increases with decreasing temperature,
indicating its origin is AR. Conductance data at two tem-

peratures are compared for all three orientations in
Figs. 1(d) and 1(e). Three consistent and reproducible
characteristics are observed at low temperature, indicating
we are sampling intrinsic spectroscopic properties. First,
all spectra are asymmetric with the positive-bias side
(electrons flowing into CeCoIn5) always lower than the
negative-bias branch. We have seen similar conductance
asymmetry from more than 200 junctions on pure and Cd-
doped CeCoIn5 along all three directions. This is in strong
contrast with the symmetric conductance data we obtained
from junctions on non-HFS such as Nb, MgB2 [12], and
LuNi2B2C. All these observations strongly indicate that
the conductance asymmetry arises from intrinsic properties
in CeCoIn5. Second, the conductance enhancement occurs
over similar voltage ranges, "% &1–1:5' mV. Third, the
normalized zero-bias conductance (ZBC) ranges 1.10–
1.13, showing that our observed Andreev signal is much
smaller than the theoretical prediction of 100% [10]. We
reported [6] that it is too small to fully account for the
conductance spectra using the existing BTK models even
considering the mismatch in Fermi surface parameters,
nonzero Zeff , and large quasiparticle lifetime broadening
factor (!). Our model proposed below enables us to quan-
tify it successfully and elucidates properties of the HFS
state.

Conductance spectra for in-plane junctions are plotted in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). While both spectra exhibit similar
background asymmetry, differences in the subgap region
are striking. The (100) data appear rather flat, similar to the
(001) junction, whereas the (110) data are cusplike. This
shape difference persists even to higher temperature de-
spite an enhanced thermal population effect, indicating it is
intrinsic. We compare these data with calculated conduc-
tance curves using the d-wave BTK model [17], as shown
in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) for antinodal and nodal junctions,
respectively. Both curves are identical at Zeff ( 0 but
quickly evolve in dramatically different manners with in-
creasing Zeff . For an antinodal junction, the ZBC is gradu-
ally suppressed and a double-peak structure develops for
Zeff " 0:3. For a nodal junction, the ZBC increases and the
subgap conductance narrows into a sharp peak. This is the
signature of Andreev bound states (ABS) which arise
directly from the sign change of the OP around the Fermi
surface [18]. We stress that the flat conductance shape
observed in the (100) junction can only occur for an anti-
nodal junction with Zeff ( 0:25–0:30 but cannot occur in a
nodal junction at any Zeff value. Meanwhile, the cusplike
feature in the (110) junction cannot occur in an antinodal
junction unless Zeff is small enough ( " 0:1), an unlikely
condition in N/HFS junctions; it can only be explained by a
sign change of the OP, ruling out anisotropic s wave. We
therefore assign the (100) and (110) orientations as the
antinodal and nodal directions, respectively, providing evi-
dences for dx2#y2-wave symmetry and resolving the con-
troversy on the locations of the line nodes [2–4]. Note this

FIG. 1 (color online). Normalized conductance spectra of
CeCoIn5=Au junctions (a) along (001) (after Ref. [6]) and
(b) along (110) orientations. Data are shifted vertically for
clarity. Note the temperature evolution of the background con-
ductance, whose asymmetry is quantified in (c) by the ratio
between conductance values at #2 mV and at $2 mV in (a).
The inset is a semilogarithmic plot (T! is the HF coherence
temperature). Junctions along three orientations are compared
in (d) at "400 mK and in (e) at "1:5 K.
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Park et al., PRL 2008

Yi-feng Yang et al, Nature 454, 611 (2008).

Malinowski et al, PRB 2005 Curro et al, PRB 2001 Hundley et al, PRB 2004

Park et al, PRL 2008 Martinho et al, PRB 2007

CeCoIn5



• T* cannot be ascribed to the crystal field effect.

• T* cannot be the Kondo temperature since the entropy is Rln2/2 at TK.

• At T=T*, the magnetic entropy starts to be quenched. T* marks the onset of 
magnetic correlation.

• Another possibility: T* originates from the spin-correlation between f-ions

•Resistivity
•Susceptibility
•Knight shift anomaly
•Hall anomaly
•Optical conductivity
•Magnetic entropy
• Point contact spectroscopy
•Neutron/Raman scattering
•NMR spin-lattice relaxation

Onset of magnetic correlation at T*

Yang et al, Nature 454, 611 (2008).

Nakatsuji et al



What is T*?

Yang et al, Nature 454, 611 (2008).



RKKY origin of T*

TKρ = exp(−1/Jρ)Diluted compounds:

T* has a form of RKKY coupling for all heavy electron 
materials with AFM/SC ground state or near QCP.

A possible contradiction with conventional scenario 
suggesting competition with Kondo screening.

Yang et al, Nature 454, 611 (2008).



A new phase diagram

A temperature scale unifies emergence of coherence, 
magnetic correlations and all anomalies.

Superconductors cluster around Jρ~0.15, 
much smaller than the “critical” coupling.

Yang 08 Yang 11

Yang et al, Nature 454, 611 (2008).



!

This illustrates the whole idea of the two fluid model. Each physical property is determined by a 
background contribution from the localized f-moments and a universal contribution from the Kondo liquid.

The two components are also responsible for the low temperature emergent ordered states.

f0>1, no f-moments

f0<1, f-moments exist

fl(T ) = 1− f0

�
1− T

T ∗

�1.5

The two-fluid scenario for the ground states

A hybridization effectiveness that varies with temperature and pressure 
determines the properties of both normal and ground states



• Antiferromagnetic ordering
• Superconducting condensation



Down to lower temperatures

Yang et al, PRL 103, 197004 (2009)

Knight shift anomaly Hall coefficient

Hundley et al, PRB 70, 035113 (2004)
Nakajima et al, JPSJ 76, 024703 (2007)

Kondo liquid is responsible for superconductivity.



Superconductivity

Kondo liquid exhibits critical fluctuations.

Yang 09



What determines Tc?



• Antiferromagnetic ordering
• Superconducting condensation



J → J̃ = Jfl(T )

Start from the magnetic regime

HKLM =
�

kσ

c
†
kσckσ + J
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i

Si · si + JRKKY
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�ij�

Si · Sj

No good solution to this model with 
nonlocal RKKY correlations.

1. Is the Fermi liquid really described by Kondo singlets?
2. What is the role of the RKKY interaction?
3. How can we determine these scales experimentally?

We may also start from the magnetic regime where the 
system can be well described by a spin lattice and see what
may happen if we introduce the hybridization.



A hybridized spin liquid

Yang and Pines, PNAS 109, 18241 (2012)

Curie-Weiss law

J → J̃ = Jfl(T )

We may also start from the magnetic regime where the 
system can be well described by a spin lattice and see what
may happen if we introduce the hybridization.



Antiferromagnetism: suppression of TN

Yang and Pines, PNAS 109, 18241 (2012)



Thermodynamics: entropy and specific heat

Yang and Pines, PNAS 109, 18241 (2012)



transfer of spectral weight from localized f-moments to itinerant 
f-electrons due to collective hybridization

f0

�
1− TL

T∗

�1.5

= 1

Coherence, magnetic correlations, anomalies

There may also exist AFM from the Kondo liquid (UNi2Al3 compared to UPd2Al3)

A new framework

Yang and Pines, PNAS 109, 18241 (2012)



transfer of spectral weight from localized f-moments to itinerant 
f-electrons due to collective hybridization

f0

�
1− TL

T∗

�1.5

= 1

Coherence, magnetic correlations, anomalies

There may also exist AFM from the Kondo liquid (UNi2Al3 compared to UPd2Al3)

Yang and Pines, PNAS 109, 18241 (2012)

Park et al Nature 2008

A new framework



The anomalous Hall effect



Transport: the anomalous Hall effect

RH = R0 +Rs

Ordinary Hall coefficient Anomalous Hall coefficient

intrinsic
skew scattering
side-jump

Nagaosa et al., RMP 82, 1539 (2010)



RH = R0 +Rs

Ordinary Hall coefficient Anomalous Hall coefficient

intrinsic
skew scattering
side-jump

Fert & Levy, PRB 36, 1907 (1987)
Paschen et al, Physica B 359-361, 44 (2005)

independent local f-moments

The anomalous Hall effect: skew scattering



RH = R0 +Rs

Ordinary Hall coefficient Anomalous Hall coefficient

intrinsic
skew scattering
side-jump

Kontani & Yamada, JPSJ 63, 2627 (1994)
Yamada et al, Prog Theor Phys, 89, 1155 (1993)

T~TM

broadening, the imaginary
part of the self-energy

resonant level

• in contradiction with Fert & Levy
• seldom observed

T

The anomalous hall effect: coherent contribution



RH = R0 +Rs

Ordinary Hall coefficient Anomalous Hall coefficient

intrinsic
skew scattering
side-jump

Kontani & Yamada, JPSJ 63, 2627 (1994)

T~TM

broadening, the imaginary
part of the self-energy

resonant level

• in contradiction with Fert & Levy
• seldom observed

T

Yang & Pines, PRL 100, 096404 (2008)

The anomalous hall effect: coherent contribution



Yang, PRB 87, 045102 (2013).

Gnida et al, PRB 85, 060508 (2012).

The anomalous Hall effect: scaling



RH = R0 + rlρχl + rhχh

incoherent skew scattering from f-moments

coherent skew scattering from itinerant heavy f-electrons

To prove this formula, we need to separate the two components.Yang, PRB 87, 045102 (2013).

The anomalous Hall effect: scaling



URu2Si2: separation of the two components

Ka = K −K0 −Aχ = (B −A)χkl

χ = χsl + χkl

K = K0 +Aχsl +Bχkl

T < T ∗ :

χ = χslT > T ∗ :
K = K0 +Aχsl

Bernal et al, Physica B, 281&282, 236 (2000)

K = K0 +Bχkl

χ = χkl

Kb = K −K0 −Bχ = (A−B)χsl

χsl = (K −K0 −Bχ)/(A−B)
χkl = (K −K0 −Aχ)/(B −A)

T < TL :

Yang, PRB 87, 045102 (2013).
Shirer et al, PNAS 109, 18249 (2012).
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The anomalous Hall effect: URu2Si2

RH = R0 + rlρχl + rhχh

incoherent skew scattering from f-moments

coherent skew scattering from itinerant heavy f-electrons

Yang, PRB 87, 045102 (2013).



The anomalous Hall effect: Ce2CoIn8

RH = R0 + rlρχl + rhχh

incoherent skew scattering from f-moments

coherent skew scattering from itinerant heavy f-electrons

If a separation is not available from other experiment,

Yang, PRB 87, 045102 (2013).
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RH = R0 + rlρχl + rhχh

incoherent skew scattering from f-moments

coherent skew scattering from itinerant heavy f-electrons

The Hall effect is therefore another evidence for the emergent state.

The anomalous Hall effect: a new scenario

Yang, PRB 87, 045102 (2013).



More experiments to do

‣ Further examination of the emergent state in NMR, Hall etc
‣ Comparing T* and TK with pressure experiment like in La-doped CeRhIn5

‣ Detecting two coexisting fluids. How? (Neutron, ESR ...)
‣ Measurement of Fermi surface evolution at TL

‣ Relation between Kondo liquid scaling and quantum critical scaling

Just a few examples ...



Experiment: μSR on (Ce1-xLax)2IrIn8



Mo et al., 2012

Experiment: ARPES on YbRh2Si2



Theoretical progresses

• LDA+DMFT for CeIrIn5 obtains similar scaling.
• DMFT+NRG supports dominant RKKY scale.

Shim et al Zhu et al



More ! "fferent !

Emergent phenomenon

•universal
•protected



Work in progress
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work in progress ...

• How can we understand the emergent states?
• Is this in any way related to the quantum criticality?
• Can we design a decisive experiment on the debate?


